
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs. Phillips’ Newsletter  
December 10-14 

Reminders 
 Monday: Return library book.  

 Tuesday: Graded Papers Folder sent home. 

 Wednesday: Wear tennis shoes for P.E. 

 Never hesitate to call, text, or email. 
cell: 901-619-6635 
email: ashley.phillips@dcsms.org 
 

Important Dates 
Dec. 10-14 No visitors due to cafeteria audit 
Dec.  14- PJ & Hat Day $1, Yearbook orders due  
Dec. 18 – Christmas Party 1:00-1:45 
 
 Test Dates 
Dec. 12 Comprehension 2-4, Writing Day 1  
Dec. 13 Unit 3 Math Assessment, Writing Day 2 
Dec. 14 Vocabulary, Writing Day 3 
*We will complete an informational writing piece 
over 3 days this week. It is important your child be 
present.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

Homework 
Due Tuesday: Scholastic “It’s Easy to Be Kind” 
Due Thursday: Area “Try It By Yourself #2” 
Due Friday: Vocabulary Crossword 
Optional IXL Practice: 
F1-11 (Multiplication) 
J1-10 (Division) 
FF6-14 (Area) *FF14 is perfect practice for test. 
S1, S9 (Money) 
 

 Spelling-Week 16 
Spelling will continue in January. 

ELA 
Comprehension- character analysis, genre, 
narrative elements, main idea and supporting 
details, fact & opinion, cite text evidence, infer 
using context clues, analyze figurative language: 
(simile, metaphor, personification, idiom, 
hyperbole) text structures: (sequential order, 
cause/effect, problem/solution, 
compare/contrast, description), text features 

Writing – Prompt Response- Write an expository 
nonfiction piece by collecting information from 
provided articles. Free Writes-Explore the genre of 
personal narratives and write about significant 
topics and events from your life.  
Language- verb tenses, subject, predicate, 
subject/verb agreement, pronoun/antecedent 
agreement 

Math 
Use square tiles and multiplication to find the 
area (square units) of rectangles. Understand a 
larger rectilinear figure can be decomposed into 
smaller rectangles. 
 
 
 Science  

engineering 
Social Studies  
energy sources 
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Vocabulary (Test Date: Dec. 14th) 
unexpected did not expect or think it 

would happen 

abandon leave and not return 

industrious hardworking 

comfy comfortable 

successful to accomplish what you set out 
to do, to do something well 

unsuccessful not successful 

customary usual, normal, or happening 
regularly 

energize give energy or strength 

appetizing tasty or good to eat 

plain without anything added or 
without decoration 

differ is different 

refreshing to make you feel fresh, lively, 
or strong again 

secure safe and protected 

durable tough; lasts a long time 

texture how a material feels 

hazardous dangerous 

convenient makes life easier 

detect discover or notice something 
that is not easy to see, hear or 
feel 

graceful moving in smooth and 
beautiful way 

spectacular amazing to look at  

original completely new and different 

achieve do something successfully, 
especially something that 
requires a lot of effort 

challenge something that is hard to do or 
requires a lot of work or effort 

determination deciding you will do something 
and then doing it, even if it is 
difficult 

 


